A spokesman for the Canteen
prices, student membership on
when meetings of the council and
pile the results, according to Kauf­
solutions to particular problems.

cil to discuss its present problems.

college and departmental commit­
nition in

A similar project succumbed last year.

"The food is very good," com­
mented Tom Kuehne, one of the
organizers of the group, as he
finished a 25 cent bowl of chili.
Too bad the price of the food served
by his group, in both proposals last
year, was not accepted by the execu­
tive committee meeting today at
3:30 p.m.

"We're not out to screw the stu­
dents," he said.

"Friday everybody got a plate
of spaghetti, a piece of garlic
bread and a cup of apple cider
for 35 cents," Kuehne said.

"This was also very rea­
sonable."

Stressing the "non-profit" na­
ature of the service, he added that
they weren't sure how long the
project would continue.

"We made about $4 on the spag­
getti dinners," Kuehne explained,
"but we sent $2 extra into the
chili. We've lost money on that.

He mentioned that the spaghetti
and chili had each been eaten
within an hour after going on sale.

"We can serve 100 people now,
and eventually we hope we can
provide enough for 200," he said.

At present, the food is being
prepared in the members' homes
by a handful of people. Kuehne
said more people were needed to
help in the preparation.

This campus has been needing
something like this for a long
time," he added. "If people don't
want to eat from the vending
machines, they've got to go to
McDonald's or somewhere.

Canteen's monopoly prevents a
private vendor from selling food
on campus. However, the private
organization's efforts, such as bake
sales or the MICS (since it is
sponsored by the United Students).

A spokesman for the Canteen
Corporation stated that the pro­
visions of the university's con­
tract prohibited anyone else from
selling food on campus.

The Business Office dispatched
a query to the central office in
Columbia to determine precisely
what the contract allows. However,
a reply hasn't yet been received.

In the meanwhile, the MICS can
provide meals "as often as poss­
able."

Financial contributions will be
refused, Kuehne said.

Future menus may include such
dishes as chicken and rice or beef
and noodles. Other suggestions
will be welcomed, he said.

Fourth Time For
Kaufman Motions

Student president Barry Kauf­
man will make a fourth attempt

"I think it is necessary to print
results to provide information for
the students and departments," Kaufman stated.

The role and structure the Cen­
tral Council will assume if no
changes are placed on the Uni­
versity Senate should be studied now,
Kaufman asserted.

"The senate will not consider
all matters of interest to stu­
dents," he said.

Kaufman contended that state­
ments by bookstore manager
George Dickerson that book prices
could not be reduced under any
plan until the turnover of required
texts is lessened needs to be sup­
ported with data.

"If we can document the way
to reduce book costs to students,
we can proceed from there," he

Kaufman stated that more stu­
dents need to serve on college and
departmental committees, es­
specially those concerned with cur­
riculum.

Continued on Page 2

Mini-Revolution Over
Cafeteria Prices

WASHINGTON (CP) - The mas­
Sive student participation in elec­
tion campaigns that was predicted
last spring did not materialize
this fall.

In the wake of the U.S. inter­
vention in Cambodia and the shoot­
ing of students at Kent State
University and Jackson State Col­
lege last May, thousands of col­
lege students came to Washing­
ton to lobby in Congress. A num­
ber of groups were set up to co­
derate and publicize political activity that was to cul­
mate in a non-student cam­
paigning for peace candidates. That didn't happen.

With correspondents across the country and with some of the student coordinating groups indicates that student participa­
tion in election campaigns was only on those two days, normal and was far below the level of stu­
dents' actual participation in the 1968
Presidential campaign when
we had more than ever before in an off-year election," said Robert Taylor of the Move­
ment for a New Congress, a group
at Princeton University group that
coordinated much of the student intervention in Washington.

Other reports suggest that stu­
dent campaign activity in many
states did not involve more than
14 per cent of the nation's students plan­
ing to campaign, but most observ­
ers expected the number to be
much smaller than that.

"I have students, say they
plan to campaign, but they will never actually go out and work
for a candidate," Taylor said.

He said that the Movement for a
New Congress expected a slackening of student interest in politics:
"We knew that with Cam­
bodia and the shoot­

Robert Bader, dean of the
college, said that the term of the
committee, established each
year by the Arts and Sciences
faculty on an ad hoc basis, has
not been extended for the pre­
sent academic year.

"There is not a great deal of
(faculty) interest in continuing it," Bader said.

The controversial committee
concentrated on curriculum mat­
ers the past two years, proposing
the present pass-fail system two
years ago and the unsuccessful
attempt to change the language
requirement last year.

Bader claims that this concen­
tration on curriculum led to the
committee's demise.

"Curriculum matters can be
handled better in departmental
committee," he stated.

Robert Bader that he alone is
responsible for the committee be­
ing dropped.

"And it is free to bring it up
if they want to," he contended.

other liberals, many conservative
politicians had student organiza­
tions working for them. Partic­
ularly in the South, James L. Buck­
ey, the Conservative Party can­
didate for President of the
New York, had one of the
largest student groups, organ­
ized with the Young Americans for
Freedom.

Most of those students cam­
dations on a state-wide level. Many colleges and universities rejected
vские кампании, which they
would have rearranged their
academic calendars to give stu­
dents two weeks off prior to the
election to campaign if they wished
to.

Only 28 colleges and univer­
sities besides Princeton scheduled
recesses.

A survey of members of the American Association of State
Colleges responding to the survey reported a "great deal of op­
position from state political fig­
ures; 26 per cent reported "a little"
negative reaction while 61
percent reported no significant
opposition. States in which a great
deadlock of opposition was reported
included Arizona, California, Ken­
sas, Michigan, Missouri, North
Carolina, Texas, and Virginia.

At most institutions the plan was
rejected by the administra­
tion or the governing board. How­
ever, on some campuses, such as
Alfred, Case Western Reserve,
Continued on Page 3

Controversial Arts
Committee Ended

The student-faculty-administration articulation committee of the
College of Arts and Sciences has been discontinued this year, the
Current has learned.

Robert S. Bader, dean of the
college, said that the term of the
committee, established each
year by the Arts and Sciences
faculty on an ad hoc basis, has
not been extended for the pre­
sent academic year.

"There is not a great deal of
(faculty) interest in continuing it," Bader said.

The controversial committee
concentrated on curriculum mat­
ers the past two years, proposing
the present pass-fail system two
years ago and the unsuccessful
attempt to change the language
requirement last year.

Bader claims that this concen­
tration on curriculum led to the
committee's demise.

"Curriculum matters can be
handled better in departmental
committee," he stated.

Bader denies that he alone is
responsible for the committee be­
ing dropped.

"And it is free to bring it up
if they want to," he contended.
European Summer Program Planned

Consider the idea of six weeks in Europe this summer at a round-trip cost of $260.

This is the package offered by the Office of International Studies. Plans are in the works for a University of Missouri Summer Institute of International Studies, featuring programs in European history, political science, international organization, diplomacy and developmental economics.

"Our goal is to get the University of Missouri on the international map," according to James Dzierwa, research assistant in the Office of International Studies.

The enticements are a realizable, relatively inexpensive charter flight plus the prospect of an overseas vacation. In addition, only forty of the 250 persons needed for the charter must sign up for the study programs. The rest can wander throughout Europe at will until the time comes for the return flight—or until their money runs out.

University alumni, faculty members or their families, and those enrolled at the university during the previous semester (or whose spouses are eligible).

The program is aimed at "academic excellence, maximum cultural interchange with foreign nations, and minimum cost to our students so as to make the benefits available to the greatest possible number of students," Dzierwa said.

The offer is being extended to all four university campuses.

The Office of International Studies had investigated various charter companies and discovered that $240 would pay for the round trip to St. Louis to Paris, and back again six weeks later.

The return flight could also be made, say, from Madrid, and possibly reduce the fare by ten or twenty dollars, Dzierwa said.

"The cheapest fare for a summertime 45-day excursion is $259 by jet, New York to Luxembourg, aboard Air France Airlines," he explained. "This is limited to the regular Missouri-New York round trip fare of more than $100." At the other end of the spectrum is the "all-inclusive variety" of tour, costing $250 for three weeks.

For those interested in the academic angle of the overseas stay, the proposed institute would familiarize students with the functions and activities of international institutions and organizations located in Geneva, Switzerland.

Jim Dzierwa of the Office of International Studies lets this poster of the French Alps speak for itself as he encourages the university community to take advantage of the European travel opportunity this summer.

Confession over the chairmanship of the Curriculum committee of Central Council ended this week when representative John Oleski again resigned from the position.

The council appointed representatives Paul Wilhelm to chair the committee at its meeting Oct. 25. Student president Barry Kaufman and council secretary Jean Heitkamp had informed the council that Oleski submitted his resignation late in September.

Oleski later denied that he had resigned, claiming that he had removed his letter of resignation from the council mailbox after having reconsidered his decision to resign.

Kaufman and Miss Heitkamp admitted that they did not have Oleski's letter. They claimed that his resignation was valid since he did not inform the council that he was withdrawing it.

DATE MATE
where compatible partners meet.
5 Dates, $6.90
781-6100 - Anytime

WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY presents
UNDERGROUND FILMS

JOHN LENNON and YOKO ONO'S
"SMILE" and "RAPE"
and "TWO VIRGINS"
plus "THE BEATLES AT SHEA STADIUM"
in GRAHAM CHAPEL

with Robert Downey's ELOWS

Robert Downey's
7:30 and 10 p.m.
November 5
Admission: $1.25

Admission: 75¢
Boutique Next Week
For Scholarship Funds

A Thanksgiving and Christmas boutique, featuring handcrafted wreaths, holiday ornaments, and other decorative items, will be held Nov. 13 and 14, from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m., by the Faculty Women. The sale will be at Newman House, across from the campus.

Fall and Christmas baskets handmade by members of the Faculty Women, ceramic items, and a variety of decorative candles and tapers will also be sold.

Chairman of the event is Mrs. D. J. Zerbello, assisted by Mrs. Fred Thumin, co-chairman. Proceeds from the sale will go to the Faculty Women's student scholarship and loan fund.

Kantorei at Concordia Nov. 15

The American Kantorei will present its first concert of the season Nov. 15 in Koburg Hall at Concordia Seminary, Clayton.

There will be two performances of a concert of motets at 3:30 p.m. and 8 p.m., featuring Bach's Motet 1, Singet Dem Herrn; Hugo Distler's Wacht Auf; and four hymns by Ralph Vaughan Williams, performed by tenor Bart Kegall of Southern Illinois University, Carbondale.

The choral group is under the direction of Robert Berg.

Tickets may be obtained by writing Box 13131, St. Louis, or purchased at Baton Music Store, Melby Music Store, or Famous-Barr, South County, West County, and Northwest Plaza.

Admission costs three dollars for adults and two dollars for students. Children under twelve are admitted free.
Invalid Council, Impotent Court

The reballocting ordered last spring by the Student Court for day representatives to the Central Council apparently will not take place.

The order, which came about due to a challenge to the disallowal of about 150 votes by a council committee, has been a political football between the groups. While the Court insists that a new election be held, it has declined to enforce the decision. Free from any judicial coercion, the council has largely ignored the matter.

Less than six months remain in the terms of the current day school representatives elected last April. Obviously, by continually searching for legal technicalities to forestall the enforcement of the decision, some members are determined to serve the whole term.

The major difficulty in the case is the lack of any taped or written record of the decision ordering a new election. The Court has insisted that the second election was ordered but this factor has permitted the order to be circumvented legally. Perhaps it never occurred to the Court to convene again and order the election, making a record of its decision.

An interesting question is raised by the unlikely settlement of the squabble. Although the Court has stated that council actions involving the disputed representatives are valid, will they still be so if the election is never held? Can the Court justify the decisions of an organization whose membership it has ordered to be reshaped?

The controversy has left a black eye on the prestige both of the Court and the council. It has contributed to the further decline of a notoriously ineffective student government here.

Looking At An Ombudsman

The creation of a campus ombudsman, as proposed by student president Barry Kaufman, undoubtedly will be the center of much discussion among students, faculty, and administration officials.

The concept of a university official empowered to investigate and settle student grievances by cutting through the bureaucratic red tape is basically sound.

Although Kaufman has not yet specifically outlined what he considers to be the nature and duties of the position, sources close to him say that he leans toward the establishment of an ombudsman within the administration. The job would be filled annually by a tenured faculty member who would receive his normal salary from the university.

While we support the creation of the post, the practical value of the above scheme appears dubious.

We do not believe that the administration officials of the Board of Curators would allow the existence of a powerful ombudsman who could seriously attack their actions. They would be inclined to weaken the position so that it would represent no threat to themselves.

In addition to not tolerating a strong ombudsman, the administration would be loath to pay him a full salary for non-academic work.

How many professors would be willing to leave a full year's work for what probably will be an unending series of hassles with university bureaucracy? At the same time, some could hesitate to take the job because of a fear that any prejudice earned by their actions could hamper future professional advancement.

But a strong position with full investigative powers must be created. Perhaps an office with one or fewer assistants specializing in various facets of university administration would be more valuable, both in supplying additional manpower and knowledge about how to accomplish things on campus.

The matter must be given a good deal of thought before being proposed to administrative officials. In the meantime, we repeat publicly an offer that we have made many times in private—this newspaper will assist students in settling grievances arising from matters here on campus.
HISC Radical Report Filed In Congress

WASHINGTON (CPS) -- A controversial report listing hundreds of alleged radical campus speakers has been filed with Congress despite a federal district court order banning its official publication by the government.

The report, based on information provided by 95 colleges, concluded that if a sampling of only 3-1/2 percent of the nation's high education institutions could turn up allegations against radical campus speakers, the entire country would be riven by such lists. The report was filed in Congress by Richard H. Ichord (D-Mo.) on behalf of the House Committee on Education and Labor.

The report said that of the 177 institutions contacted, 134 replied. It said 52 provided all the information requested, 27 provided some information, 16 replied but had no speakers other than recognized academicians, 28 said administrative problems kept them from complying with the request, it asked for more time, and 7 institutions refused "for philosophical reasons.

Dear Editor,

I have just sent a letter to my draft board, requesting 1-A status. By Dec. 31, I'll be safe from the vast khaki monster. No more agony of choice. No more investigations of Canadian grad schools. But with the relief is a strange sense of guilt.

I was not lucky enough to be smart, I'd be in Vietnam now. If I was black, I'd probably be on the front lines. If I hadn't gotten through the lottery, I wouldn't be able to pick my spot and avoid both the necessity of serving my country and the conflict between that service and human decency. It all seems too easy.

Those whom the system favors never feel its discriminatory effects. Reform—or revolution—comes from below. The current electorate is "unyoung, unblack, and impotent." If some of the privileged young can be pacified, the rest of the privileged will be more comfortably forgotten. That must be the reasoning that has allowed this. I feel like the theory, and yet I don't feel guilty enough to make a martyr of myself. I'm sorry.

Mike Kruger

GOOD SIGN

Dear Editor,

As a visitor to the campus recently, I couldn't help but notice the posters made by the Chiluk-kl Club. They were certainly the best I have seen on any campus in this area. They were so inspiring that I'm sure that I would be impelled to join this club if I were a student at the university. It seems to be a very organized and worthwhile organization. I would like to commend the Chiluk-kl Club on their fine art work.

Mrs. Betty Dace

CLEAN UP POLLUTION

Dear Editor,

This letter is addressed to all students who are interested in underlining the "establishment," saving money for a "trip," getting money for a "trip," helping to end water pollution, or just getting stared at the next time they do their wash in the laundromatic.

The word is: There is a low phosphate bio-degradable laundry soap, and an organic, non-toxic liquid cleaner, (you can drink it) sold in the store! It's called "super-com" soap. Read the labels. The mountain is also for the next time you want to clean up your house, or wash the car. The FBI doesn't know about it.

Readers, consider yourselves informed and set accordingly—abstain establishment detergents that will pollute our waterways and ferret out the "underground" group near you to either join them or at least show your support by using what they offer.

D. Mayfield

Home Not So Sweet

(CPS) -- Women want out of the home, according to a survey conducted in February by Gilbert Youth Research, a division of Gilbert Research Co. Surveying thousands of young women between the ages of 14 and 25, the one-on-one research organization found that fewer than one percent of the college women felt that the "housewife-housemaker" was their main career choice. Only four percent of all women chose it.

If you know a girl considering an abortion, please encourage her to set up question and answer sessions... use one side of the card as a question and the other side of the card as descriptive material on the reverse side... always establish deterrents that pollute our waterways and ferret out the "underground" group near you to either join them or at least show your support by using what they offer.

Rev. Theodore Whitfield and Mr. Jim Lewis

Discuss the merger of an all-black church with an all-white church near St. Louis

INTERESTED?

11:40 Friday, Nov. 6

BAPTIST STUDENT UNION

8230 NATURAL BRIDGE RD.

EXAMS COMING UP?

Compact Facts and Vis-Ed cards make studying for exams easier. Each fact is placed on an individual card with descriptive material on the reverse side.

Allows you to organize the material in the form that's easiest for you to learn it. Also allows you to set up question and answer testing sessions... use one side of the card as a question and the opposite side as an answer.

Compact Facts and Vis-Ed Cards are available in a wide range of topics. Priced at $1.50 and $2.50. You can find them at the UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

Phone: (213) 464-4177

NATIONAL ABORTION COUNCIL for Therapeutic Abortions and Family Planning

1717 North Highland Avenue Hollywood, California 90028

PHYSICIANS WITH A GENUINE AND HUMAN INTEREST

If you know a girl considering an abortion, please encourage her to set up question and answer sessions... use one side of the card as a question and the other side of the card as descriptive material on the reverse side... always establish deterrents that pollute our waterways and ferret out the "underground" group near you to either join them or at least show your support by using what they offer.

If you know a girl considering an abortion, please encourage her to set up question and answer sessions... use one side of the card as a question and the other side of the card as descriptive material on the reverse side... always establish deterrents that pollute our waterways and ferret out the "underground" group near you to either join them or at least show your support by using what they offer.

If you know a girl considering an abortion, please encourage her to set up question and answer sessions... use one side of the card as a question and the other side of the card as descriptive material on the reverse side... always establish deterrents that pollute our waterways and ferret out the "underground" group near you to either join them or at least show your support by using what they offer.
On Campus

FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6, 1970
8 am - 4 pm
BAKE SALE sponsored by Angel Flight in the cafe, Admin. Bldg.

8 pm
ALL SCHOOL MINI SKIRT MIXER sponsored by Delta Sigma Pi with music by the Free Enterprise. $25 first prize for shortest skirt. In the Cafe-Lounge Bldg.

7 pm & 9:30 pm
FILM SERIES: NIGHT OF THE GENERALS starring Peter O'Toole and Omar Sharif. Room 101, Life Sciences Bldg. 50¢ with student or staff I.D.; $1.00 all others. Sponsored by the University Program Board.

Open 7 pm
COFFEE HOUSE CONCERT FEATURING FATS & DAVE, in the Cafe, Admin. Bldg. 50¢ with student or staff I.D.; $1.00 all others. Sponsored by the University Program Board.

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1970
11 am
CROSS COUNTRY MEET. UMSL Rivermen vs SIU-Edwardsville. Here.

1:30 pm
SOCCER GAME. Rivermen vs Rockhurst. Here.

Open 7 pm
COFFEE HOUSE CONCERT FEATURING FATS & DAVE, in the Cafe, Admin. Bldg. 50¢ with student or staff I.D.; $1.00 all others. Sponsored by the University Program Board.

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1970
8 am - 4 pm
BAKE SALE sponsored by the Young Republicans, in the Cafe, Admin. Bldg.

TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 10, 1970
8 am - 4 pm
BAKE SALE sponsored by Newman Club, in the Cafe, Admin. Bldg.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 1970
4 pm
CROSS COUNTRY MEET. UMSL Rivermen vs Greenville. Here.

8 pm
FREE FILM: GATE OF HELL, a Japanese film, the story is a classical one of the love triangle. Japanese dialogue, English subtitles. Winner of 8 awards, including the Grand Prize at the Cannes Film Festival.

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1970
9:30 - 11 am
GROOVE TUBE, a hilarious lampoon of contemporary television. "Anyone who has ever suffered that Chinese torture known as American television owes it to himself to see Groove Tube." -New York Times. Lounge, Cafe-Lounge Bldg.

Organizational Activities, Notices

The first meeting of the newly organized business forum will be Nov. 9 from 12:40-1:30 p.m. in Room 311, Benton Hall.

The forum, presented by Delta Sigma Pi, will feature guest speakers from various areas of the business world. Each meeting will include a question-and-answer period.

Forum meetings are scheduled for every other Monday after Nov. 9 at the same time and place all semester.

All students and faculty are encouraged to attend.

Flu immunization shots are still available from the Student Health Center for 50 cents.

The center, located in room 125, Administration Building, is open from 7:30 a.m. to 9:30 p.m. Monday through Thursday and from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 Friday.

Mrs. Arleen Steffens, acting director, advises that the immunization period will soon expire for those who want to guard against illness by taking the shots.

The library will be closed Nov. 7 due to a power shut off. Several other buildings will also have their power shut off.

However, the library’s usual hours will be in force on Sunday, Nov. 8.

Faculty and staff contributions to the United Fund are “down considerably” this year, according to Kenneth Miller, campus chairman of the United Fund drive.

Miller, professor of music and chairman of the Fine Arts department, said that $4514 had been pledged by Monday. Although a few pledges have yet to be received, he does not expect the total to increase significantly.

The exact amount of contributions received last year was not available.

Only 65 out of 3150 eligible voters voted in the Central Council new student election Oct. 28 and

29, according to council secretary Jean Heithaus.

The seven new student representatives elected include: Kenneth Slavens, Marie Blinnar, David J. Mayer, “Kaiser” George Wilhelm, Mark Baran, and Jim Smith.

Two students, Richard Dickerman and Adell E. Smith, tied for the final seat. A run-off election to break the tie will be held at a later date.

Persons interested in seeing Les Ballets Africains at the American theatre Nov. 12 are invited to join a group being formed by Berlache Miner.

More information is available from Mrs. Miner in room 206, Administration building, or by calling 453-5211.

PREGNANT?
Your problem
is our problem
For information and counseling on legal abortions call anytime
1 - 513 - 271-5301

Abortion Referral Service

On Campus, Fri. Nov. 6

FREE ENTERPRISE
OPEN DANCE 8:30 - 12
MINI CONTEST: $25 to the wearer of the shortest miniskirt
Brought to you by Delta Sigma Pi

SHOP CURRENT ADVERTISERS
Third Time No Charm for Harriers Soccer

By MIKE OLDS
Current Sports Editor

On Tuesday a standing-room only crowd of three was in attendance as the harriers dropped a 23-32 decision to the Principia Indians of Elsah, Illinois. The defeat was the second to the Indians this season for Larry Berres’ runners. UMSL had lost 29-26, at Elsah, Oct. 24.

The match marked the third loss of the week for the Rivermen, who now own a 1-8 slate in duel meets.

Saturday, the runners ventured to Chicago to compete in the nine-team University of Chicago Invitational, finishing seventh with a 182 point total.

UMSL was also competing with Wayne State University of Detroit on a dual basis. This accounted for the third loss of the week.


Bobby Hudson led the way for the harriers with a third place finish in the UMSL meet at Elsah because of the same trouble. He refused to comment on a possible “UMSL jinx.”

The Indian’s Alex Ware won the 130 point total.

It’s not as bad as it looks. Riverman harrier Frank Neal finished far better than third in the Chicago Invitation Cross Country Meet last Saturday. Neal is shown crossing the finish line at 22:30, second for the UMSL. The meet was run at Chicago’s Washington Park.

IM News

Intramural football and women’s volleyball seasons are over but competition has yet to begin in four intramural sports.

Rosters are now being accepted for five-man basketball in the athletic office. Deadline for rosters is Nov. 12.

Each team may include twelve players, Competition will begin Nov. 23.

The Intramural bowling league will begin operation in November at the Bowl-A-Rama Lanes.

Three-man basketball competition will begin the week of Nov. 12 on the Administration Building courts. Games will be played at 3:30 p.m. and 4:15 p.m.

Men’s volleyball is also scheduled to begin the week of Nov. 12 on the same site. Volleyball and basketball matches will, of course, take place on alternate days.

The harriers take on SIU-Earlville, the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle, and Washington University in a four-way meet this Saturday at 11:00 a.m. here. UMSL will host Greenville College at 4 p.m. next Tuesday.
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Soccer Finale Not In Cards

The William Jewell College soccer team has called it quits a full month before they were to take on the Rivermen here.

The Cardinals were to have played the Red and Gold Nov. 14, but canceled the match.

The cancellation, which does not count as a forfeit, shortens what would have been UMSL’s first full ten match schedule.

Athletic director Chuck Smith expressed disappointment in the Jewell organization for waiting so long to cancel the match.

“We are disturbed at losing the game,” Smith said, “I know the boys would like to play one more week.”

Had Jewell athletic director Jim Nelson notified UMSL of the schedule change earlier, the Rivermen might have had time to fill the date.

“Coach Dallas checked around, but no one was free,” Smith said. Jewell and UMSL had a two year home and home contract, although the contract did not include any financial exchanges.

The Rivermen defeated the Cardinals 5-1 at their Liberty, Missouri, home last year.

William Jewell early this season eliminated the varsity soccer budget and lost their coach, Nelson, at that time, told Smith by telephone that Cardinal soccer would be a club activity in 1970.

“They just didn’t have the money,” Smith told the Current, “I know Nelson wouldn’t have done this unless they had a financial crisis.”

$3500 LIBRARY SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

Covers most expenses for securing a Master’s Degree in Librarianship requiring one year of graduate work. Recipient must agree to work two years in a Missouri Public Library.

WRITE: Library Career Consultant Missouri State Library 308 East High Street Jefferson City, Missouri, 65101

Le Left Bank

Cocktail Lounge

Featuring for your Entertainment this Friday and Saturday nite

"FRED"

8454 Florissant Road
University Park Shopping Center

The Accounting Club And Delta Sigma Pi Present

YOUNG PRESIDENTS ORGANIZATION

YPO IS A GROUP OF DYNAMIC INDIVIDUALS WHO BECAME PRESIDENT OF THEIR CORPORATION BEFORE THE AGE OF 40.

YPO Will Be Here For A Panel Discussion In Rooms 206 And 313 Clark Hall

WEDNESDAY, NOV. 11 AT 11:30 a.m.

ALL QUESTIONS WILL BE ANSWERED

ALL STUDENTS ARE WELCOME TO ATTEND
American Chikas scored in the Chancellor's Office, Placement - .

Curran reached a gene end zone for the tying tally. Pike and the Wild Bunch was maiming Sig Pi taekle by 95

The championship game between Pike and the River Rats, .

The championship game between Pike and the River Rats, .

The championship game between Pike and the River Rats, .

Soccer Loses 2-0, Slumps To .500

By DARRELL HOULTS

It's happened before. The Cincinnati Reds had three off days before finally winning one game in the 1970 World Series. The St. Louis Blues had three off days before making a splash showing against the Boston Bruins in the 1970 Stanley Cup playoffs. The Rivermen have had three off days in their last three outings.

Their most recent exercise was a 2-0 loss to the Chikas of the University of Illinois-Chicago Circle last Saturday.

The predominantly Latin American Chikas scored in the second and fourth periods. Abraham Abel notched the first tally when his line drive from the side feet out caromed off the goal post and past a surprised Tim O'Toole, the Rivermen goalie. Link Phil Birch scored on a head shot after taking a cross from half back Angelo Maldonado at 15:27 in the fourth.

As was the case in recent contests, the Rivermen accomplished "everything except putting the ball into the net," Coach Donnelly said that statement after the loss to Western Illinois two weeks ago. "It was pertinent again last week. The Rivermen outshot the Chikas (14-11), as they did Western, but the shots they took sailed either high, wide, or into the hands of Chika goalie Ray Roy.

Coach Dallas summed up the futility felt by many of the players after the game. "We can't buy a goal," said Dallas as his team walked "everything except putting the ball into the net," Coach Donnelly told Dallas that this was the first time these particular referees had officiated one of his games, and it would be the last time. Donnelly pointed out that both teams were affected by the officiating, but that the Rivermen were hurt most.

A case in point occurred in the second period, with the Rivermen trailing 1-0.

Forward Tim Fitzsimmons had beaten his defender on a one-on-one break and was driving for the goal. However, before he could fire, the defender hit him from behind.

Dallas explained that this was a judgement call and that normally, the official wouldn't call a foul if the player fouled still had possession of the ball. Fitzsimmons retained possession, but the whistle was blown and he wasn't able to take his shot, which could have tied the game and given the Rivermen the break they so desperately needed.

Fitzsimmons, however, didn't agree with Donnelly's opinion of the officiating. "I didn't think the refs were that bad," said Fitz.

"We've had worse refs here."

The Rivermen appeared on edge throughout the second half. Kevin Missey walked a number of calls, but not to the extent he did in the Western Illinois contest, when he was ejected from the game. Link Tom Anselm almost became engaged in a fight with two Chikas near the end of the game.

"We were on edge," explained Fitzsimmons, "but it was because we were losing and weren't able to get going."

Hopefully, the Rivermen will be able to score enough to defeat the Hawks from Rockhurst College this Saturday. The match will start at 1:30 at home. It will be the last soccer game of the season.

Maybe three off days will serve as an incentive to really get out and win. It worked that way for the Reds and Blues. Maybe it'll work for the Red and Golds as well.

NOW WORLD WIDE!

THE MAIL BOX

SUPER DISCOUNT SOUNDS

Lowest overall prices anywhere on 8-track tapes, cassettes, & provocative & groovy posters at super-low discount prices. Speed-test delivery & completely guaranteed. Send for our current catalog of selections & their low prices. We have a complete line of rock, pop, blues, soul, country-western, folk, jazz, classical, gospel & soundtrack. For free catalog mail your request to:

The Mail Box, P.O. Box 2417
San Francisco, Calif. 94126

FACULTY & SECRETARIES SPEAK THEIR MINDS:

In the few weeks since we've started our free delivery service to the faculty and staff, we've developed a group of loyal and satisfied customers. Here are some of their comments uncensored with our comments.

MYRNA HARPER - Chancellor's Office, "Let's give thanks to Another Place for providing us with their door-to-door catering service. "It's free, too!"

SUSAN HUTSON - Bus. Admin., "A Big Barge Cheesburger on French Bread is great, but a little more grilled onion, please. "(We'll even leave them off if you tell us so.)

ELISE URBAN - Bus. Admin., "The chili is the best I've ever eaten." (We'll give you crackers, spoon and even a napkin in case you're sloppy!)

TRUDY SCHNEIDER - Placement, "You'll never get a better roast beef sandwich (loaded with lots of delicious beef, natural gravy, and on French bread to boot) at another place than Another Place."

TEAR OUT AND SAVE

For the best in Men's celebrity clothes

JOE'S CLOTHES SHOP

95 NORMANDY SHOPPING CENTER--NEXT TO NORMANDY LANES

NOW OPEN

JOE'S CLOTHES PLACE

For the best in Men's celebrity clothes

* GO TO JOES *
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EVERYTHING TO GO

Call in 383-9753 or

Take Out 8406 Natural Bridge

1 BILL. west UMSL

OPEN MON.-THUR. 1:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

FRI. 10:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

SAT. 7:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.

OPEN MON.-THUR.

13:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

FRI. 10:30 a.m.-2:00 p.m.

SAT. 7:00 p.m.-1:00 a.m.
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